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\section*{Abstract}

Perceptual hashing is conventionally used for content identification and authentication. It has applications in database content search, watermarking and image retrieval. Most countermeasures proposed in the literature generally focus on the feature extraction stage to get robust features to authenticate the image, but few studies address the perceptual hashing security achieved by a cryptographic module. When a cryptographic module is employed\cite{1}, additional information must be sent to adjust the quantization step. In the perceptual hashing field, we believe that a perceptual hashing system must be robust, secure and generate a final perceptual hash of fixed length. This kind of system should send only the final perceptual hash to the receiver via a secure channel without sending any additional information that would increase the storage space cost and decrease the security. For all of these reasons, in this paper, we propose a theoretical analysis of full perceptual hashing systems that use a quantization module followed by a crypto-compression module. The proposed theoretical analysis is based on a study of the behavior of the extracted features in response to content-preserving/content-changing manipulations that are modeled by Gaussian noise. We then introduce a proposed perceptual hashing scheme based on this theoretical analysis. Finally, several experiments are conducted to validate our approach, by applying Gaussian noise, JPEG compression and low-pass filtering.

\section{Introduction}

With the fast progress in computer, multimedia and network technologies, the amount of multimedia information that is conveyed, broadcast or browsed via digital devices has grown exponentially. Simultaneously, digital forgery and unauthorized use have reached a significant level that makes multimedia authentication and security very challenging and demanding. The ability to detect changes in multimedia data is very important for many applications, especially for journalistic photography, medical or artwork image databases. This has spurred interest in developing more robust algorithms and techniques to check the safety of exchanged multimedia data confidentiality, authenticity and integrity. To ensure confidentiality, multimedia data should stay unintelligible without a decryption key. This is achieved mainly through encryption secret key or public key. Authentication is another crucial multimedia data protection issue. It makes it possible to trace the author of multimedia data and to determine if the original multimedia data content was altered in any way from the time of its recording. Integrity allows multimedia degradation detection and helps to make sure that the received multimedia data has not been modified by a third party for malicious reasons. In the area of multimedia security, two types of approaches have been proposed to satisfy those requirements in recent years: fragile watermarking and perceptual hashing. The main advantage of fragile watermarking is the ability to detect changes in the host multimedia data. Thus, it can
provide some form of guarantee that the multimedia data has not been tampered with and has originated from the right source. Watermarking can be used in copyright checking or content authentication for individual images, but is not suitable when a large scale search is required. Furthermore, data embedding inevitably causes slight distortion in the host multimedia data [2]. The main advantage of perceptual hashing schemes is that the multimedia data is not altered and not degraded at all. Perceptual hashing schemes are inspired from the cryptographic hash functions to authenticate multimedia. Traditionally, data integrity issues are addressed by cryptographic hashes or message authentication functions such as MD5 [3] and SHA series [4], which are sensitive to each bit of the input message. Consequently, the message integrity is validated when each bit of the message is unchanged [5]. The sensitivity of cryptographic hashes is not suitable for multimedia data, since the information it carries is mostly retained even when the multimedia data has undergone various content preserving operations. Perceptual hashing methods have recently been proposed as primitives to overcome the above problems and have constituted the core of a challenging developing research area for academic and multimedia industry stakeholders. Perceptual hashing functions extract features from images and calculate a hash value based on these features. Such functions have been proposed to establish the “perceptual equality” of the image content. The performance of a perceptual hashing function primarily consists of robustness, discrimination and security. Robustness means the perceptual hashing function always generates the same perceptual hash values for perceptually similar images. Discrimination means that different image inputs must result in totally different hash values. The security of a perceptual hashing function means that it is impossible for an adversary to keep the same perceptual hash value when the image content is perceptually modified. Image authentication is performed by comparing the hash value of the original image and the image to be authenticated. Perceptual hashes are expected to be able to survive acceptable content-preserving manipulations and reject malicious manipulations.

In this paper, we develop a theoretical analysis of full perceptual hashing systems that use a quantization module followed by a crypto-compression module. From this analysis, we propose to combine the extraction of robust visual features with a cryptographic hash function to result in a robust and secure perceptual hashing procedure. In Section 2, we provide an overview of perceptual hashing systems. In Section 3, we present a theoretical analysis of the quantization problem in perceptual hashing systems. Section 4 presents the quantization analysis protocol based on the statistical invariance of the extracted features. Section 5 presents our proposed perceptual hashing method based on a theoretical analysis of the quantization problem in perceptual hashing systems. In Section 6, several experimental results are presented that validate our proposed approaches. Section 7 finally concludes this paper with some perspectives.

2. Overview of perceptual hashing

2.1. Perceptual hashing framework

A perceptual hashing system, as shown in Fig. 1, generally consists of four pipeline stages: the transformation stage, the feature extraction stage, the quantization stage and the crypto-compression stage.

In the transformation stage, the input image undergoes spatial and/or frequency transformation. Those transformations make all extracted features depend on image pixel values of or image frequency coefficients. In the feature extraction stage, the perceptual hashing system extracts the image features from the transformed image to generate a continuous intermediate hash vector. Then the continuous intermediate hash vector is quantized into the discrete hash vector in the quantization stage to form an intermediate binary perceptual hash vector. Finally, the intermediate binary perceptual hash vector is compressed and encrypted into a short and a final perceptual hash at the crypto-compression stage.

2.1.1. Transformation stage

In the transformation stage, the input image of size \( M \times N \) bytes undergoes spatial transformations such as...
color transformation, smoothing, affine transformations, or frequency transformations involving the discrete cosine transform (DCT) or discrete wavelet transform (DWT). When a DWT is applied, most perceptual hashing schemes take just the LL subband into account because it is a coarse version of the original image and contains all of the perceptually information. The principal aim of these transformations is to make all extracted features depend upon the image pixel values (in case of spacial transformation) or the their frequency coefficients (in case of frequency transformation).

2.1.2. Feature extraction stage

In the feature extraction stage, the perceptual hashing system extracts the image features from the transformed image to generate the feature vector of $L$ features, where $L = M \times N$. Note that each feature can contain $p$ elements of type `float`, which means that we get $L \times p$ `floats` at this stage. However, which mappings (if any) from DCT/DWT coefficients preserve the essential information about an image for hashing and/or mark embedding applications is still an open question. We can add another features selections at this stage, as shown in Fig. 2, then only the most pertinent features are selected. These are statistically more resistant against a specific allowed manipulation like the addition of noise, JPEG compression and filtering. The selected features can be presented as an intermediate hash vector of $K \times p$ `floats`, where $K < L$. Note that the visual features selected are usually publicly known and can therefore be modified. This might threaten security, as the hash value could be adjusted maliciously to match that of another image.

2.1.4. Compression and Encryption stage

The compression and encryption stage is the final step of a perceptual hashing system which guarantees both the system security and the fixed length of the final perceptual hash. The binary intermediate perceptual hash vector is compressed and encrypted into a short perceptual hash of fixed size of $l$ bytes, where $l \ll K \times p$, which presents the final perceptual hash that allows image verification and authentication at the receiver. This stage can be ensured by cryptographic hash functions, i.e. SHA series that generate the final hash with a fixed size (hash of 160 bits in case of SHA-1).

2.2. Metrics and important requirements of perceptual hashing

Perceptual hash functions can be categorized into two categories: unkeyed perceptual hash functions and keyed perceptual hash functions. An unkeyed perceptual hash function $H(x)$ generates a hash value $h$ from an arbitrary input $x$ (that is $h = H(x)$). A keyed perceptual hash function generates a hash value $h$ from an arbitrary input $x$ and a secret key $k$ (that is $h = H(x; k)$). The design of efficient robust perceptual hashing techniques is very challenging and should involve a trade-off between various conflicting requirements. Let $P$ denote probability and $H()$ denote a perceptual hash function which takes one image as input and produces a binary string of length $l$, as presented in Fig. 1. Let $I$ denote a particular image and $I_{ident}$ denote a modified version of this image which is “perceptually similar” to $I$. Let $I_{diff}$ denote an image that is “perceptually different” from $I$. Let $h_I$ and $h_{I_{ident}}$ denote hash values of the original image $I$ and the perceptually different image $I_{diff}$ from $I$. $(0/1)^l$ represents binary strings of length $l$. Then the four sought after properties of a perceptual hashing function are identified as follows:

- Equal distribution (unpredictability) of hash values
  \[ P(H(I) = h_I) \approx \frac{1}{2^l} \quad \forall h_I \in \{0, 1\}^l \quad (1) \]

- Pairwise independence for perceptually different images $I$ and $I_{diff}$
  \[ P(H(I) = h_I | H(I_{diff}) = h_{I_{diff}}) \approx P(H(I_{ident}) = h_I) \quad \forall h_I, h_{I_{ident}} \in \{0, 1\}^l \quad (2) \]

![Feature Extraction stage](image)

**Fig. 2.** Selection of the most relevant features in the feature extraction stage.
To fulfill the property in Eq. (3), most perceptual hash functions try to extract features of images which are invariant under insignificant global modifications such as compression or enhancement. Eq. (4) means that, given an image \( I \), it is almost impossible for an adversary to create a perceptually different image \( l_{\text{diff}} \) with \( H(l_{\text{diff}}) = H(I) \). This property can be hard to achieve because the features used by published perceptual hash functions are publicly known [7,8] and can therefore be modified. This might threaten security. Thus, the property in Eq. (3) will have to be neglected in favor of the property in Eq. (4). Likewise for perfect unpredictability, an equal hash value distribution (Eq. (1)) is needed. This would deter fulfillment of the property in Eq. (3) [9]. Note that requirements (1), (2) and (4) are the basic requirements of cryptographic hash functions, whereas requirement (3) focuses entirely on the robustness property of perceptual hashing functions. Depending on the application, perceptual hash functions have to achieve these conflicting properties to some extent and/or facilitate trade-offs. From a practical point of view, both robustness and security are important. A lack of robustness (Eq. (3)) renders an image hash useless, as explained above, while security (Eqs. (1) and (4)) means that it is extremely difficult for an adversary to modify the essential content of an image yet keep the hash values unchanged. Thus, trade-offs must be sought, and this is usually the central issue of perceptual hashing research.

### 2.3. Content-preserving manipulations vs content-changing manipulations

The main concept behind perceptual hashing for authentication is to extract image features based on human perception and then to encrypt and compress them to form the final perceptual hash that can be used for authentication. Typically, some applications may need to apply some non-malicious manipulations to enhance the original image quality such as low-pass filtering, minor contrast enhancement, or even image cropping, changing the size, or other operations. Some applications may also require lossy compression to meet the bandwidth or storage space resource constraints. Content-preserving manipulations only change the pixel values, which results in different levels of visual distortion in the image, but the image contents, which carry the same visual information to the receiver, are still preserved. On the other hand, malicious/content-changing manipulations consist of changing the content of the original image (captions, faces, etc.) to a new one, which carries different visual information to the receiver. One typical example of malicious modification is replacing some parts of the image with different contents for malicious use. Perceptual hashing for authentication use is expected to be able to survive acceptable content-preserving manipulations and reject other malicious manipulations.

### 2.4. Review of some perceptual hashing schemes

In recent years, a growing body of research on perceptual hashing has been receiving increased attention in the literature. Most current perceptual hashing studies mainly focus on extracting robust visual features at the feature extraction stage and then using them during the authentication step. The authors believe that robustness is ensured by extracting a set of robust visual features that withstand (or stay relatively constant) content-preserving manipulations, which is the most important objective (property of Eq. (3)). At the same time, those extracted features should detect content-changing manipulations. Few papers address perceptual hashing system security guaranteed by the use of an encryption module during the generation of the final perceptual hash (property of Eq. (4)). When an encryption module is missed in a perceptual hashing system, security properties are threatened. Those methods can roughly be classified in the four following categories [10,11]:

- **Statistic-based schemes** [12–14]: This group of schemes extracts image features by calculating the image statistics in the spatial domain such as mean, variance, higher moments of image blocks and histogram.
- **Relation-based schemes** [15,16]: This category involves approaches to extract image features by making use of some invariant relationships of the coefficients of discrete cosine transform (DCT) or wavelet transform (DWT).
- **Coarse-representation-based schemes** [17,7,18,19]: In this category, the perceptual hash is calculated by making use of coarse information of the whole image such as the spatial distribution of significant wavelet coefficients, the low-frequency coefficients of Fourier transform, and so on.
- **Low level feature-based schemes** [20,21]: The image features are extracted by detecting the salient image feature points. These methods first perform the DCT or DWT transform on the original image, and then directly make use of the coefficients to generate a final hash value. However, the perceptual hash value is very sensitive to global as well as local distortions that do not cause perceptually significant image changes.

In [22], the hash extraction is based on the projection of image coefficients onto filtered pseudo-random patterns. The final perceptual hash is used for generating pseudo-random watermark sequences, that depend closely on a secret key throughout the image, for authentication and integrity verification of still images.

In [14], a perceptual hashing technique based on statistics computed from randomized rectangles in the discrete wavelet domain (DWT) is presented. Averages or variances of the rectangles are then calculated and...
quantized with randomized rounding to obtain the hash in the form of a binary string. The quantized statistics are then sent to an error-correcting decoder to generate the final hash value. The statistical properties of wavelet subbands are generally robust against attacks, but they are only loosely related to the image contents and are therefore rather insensitive to tampering. This method has been shown to be robust against common image manipulations and geometric attacks.

The proposed method in [13] uses the intensity histogram to sign the image. Since the global histogram does not contain any spatial information, the authors divide the image into blocks, which can have variable sizes, and compute the intensity histogram for each block separately. This allows some spatial information to be incorporated into the signature.

The method in [17] is based on observation of the low frequency DCT coefficient. If a low frequency DCT coefficient of an image is small in absolute value, it cannot be made large without causing visible changes to the image. Similarly, if the absolute value of a low frequency coefficient is large, it cannot change it to a small value without significantly influencing the image. To make the procedure dependent on a key, the DCT modes are replaced with DC-free random smooth patterns generated from a secret key.

Other researchers have used other techniques to perform image perceptual hashing. The authors in [19] used a Fourier–Mellin transform for perceptual hashing applications. Using the Fourier–Mellin transform scale invariant property, the magnitudes of the Fourier transform coefficients were randomly weighted and summed. However, since the Fourier transform did not offer localized frequency information, this method was not able to detect malicious local modifications.

In a more recent development, a perceptual hashing scheme based Radon transform is proposed in [23] where the authors perform Radon transform on the image and calculate the moment features which are invariant to translation and scaling in the projection space. Then the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is applied on the moment features to resist rotation. Finally, the magnitude of the significant DFT coefficients is normalized and quantized as the final perceptual image hash. The proposed method can tolerate almost all typical image processing manipulations, including JPEG compression, geometric distortion, blur, the addition of noise and enhancement. The Radon transform was first used in [24], and further expanded in [25].

Authors in [26] propose a perceptual hashing scheme based on a combination of the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and the Radon transform. Taking the advantages of the frequency localization property of DWT and the shift/rotation invariant property of the Radon transform, the algorithm can effectively detect malicious local changes, while also being robust against content-preserving modifications. The obtained features derived from the Radon transform are then quantized by adaptive quantization [6] to form the final perceptual hash.

In [27], perceptual image hashing based on the wave atom transform is presented. The original image is decomposed into multiscale coefficients with tilings using the wave atom transform. The perceptual hash is then extracted from the mean and variance of tilings in the third scale band. The coefficients in the third scale band change slightly when the image content is not altered visually, but the coefficients vary significantly when malicious tampering takes place. This property is very useful in a perceptual image hashing system.

The authors in [28] propose a histogram-based perceptual image hashing function using the resistance of two statistical features: image histogram in shape and mean value. The relative magnitudes of the histogram values are computed in two (or a few) different bins for hashing. The scaling invariance of the histogram shape and the independence of the histogram to the pixel position can thus be fully applied for different content-preserving geometric distortions. The perceptual hash value is robust to various common image processing and geometric deformation operations since the histogram is extracted from a low-frequency image component. The proposed hashing scheme can be used for practical applications, e.g., for searching content-preserving copies from the same source. The proposed method is highly robust against perceptually insignificant attacks. However, the fragility to malicious attacks is a drawback. An improvement of this method is proposed in [29], where the authors propose an improved histogram-based image hashing scheme using a K-means algorithm, which obtains a better fragility result than in [30].

The common aspect between all of the above mentioned schemes is that they do not really take the crypto-compression stage into account. They are only satisfied by extracting visual features by several image processing techniques and quantizing them to generate the final perceptual hash using, in some cases, a secret key to enhance the system security. When the crypto-compression stage is missed, security properties are threatened. As the features used by published perceptual hash functions are publicly known, they can therefore be modified and adjusted maliciously to match that of another image. Referring to the image space shown in Fig. 3, and based on the pipeline presented in Fig. 1, we obtain the following equations when the crypto-compression stage is ignored:

\[ P(Ex(T(I)) = Ex(T(I_{ident}))) \geq 1 - \theta \quad \text{for a given } \theta \approx 0 \quad (5) \]

**Fig. 3.** The image space \( \{I\} \cup X \cup Y \cup Z \) formed by an image \( I \), its perceptually similar version set \( X \), its modified version set \( Y \) and all other image set \( Z \).
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- Invariance for perceptually different images \( I \) and \( I_{diff} \)
  \[ P(\text{Ex}(T(I)) = \text{Ex}(T(I_{diff}))) \geq 1 - \theta_1 \quad \text{for a given } \theta_1 \approx 0 \quad (6) \]

- Distinction of different images \( I_{other} \) from \( I \)
  \[ P(\text{Ex}(T(I)) \neq \text{Ex}(T(I_{other}))) \geq 1 - \theta \quad \text{for a given } \theta \approx 0 \quad (7) \]

where \( P() \), \( \text{Ex}() \), \( T() \) stand for probability, extraction stage, and transformation stage, respectively, as presented in Fig. 1.

From a practical standpoint, there is no guarantee of having the natural constraint \( \theta < \theta_1 \) and, moreover, \( \theta - \theta_1 < 0 \) is realistic. Consequently, the feature extraction step, to generate a multimedia perceptual hash, is not enough to achieve a secure perceptual hashing system.

Another problem in such cases is that the size of the final perceptual hash has no fixed length and is usually greater (~Mbytes instead of few bits).

In the next section, we present the quantization problem in perceptual hashing schemes, and then we give an overview of some perceptual hashing schemes that take the crypto-compression stage into account.

3. Theoretical analysis of the quantization problem in perceptual hashing

3.1. Problem statement

As explained in Section 2.1.3, the quantization stage in a perceptual hashing system involves discretizing the continuous intermediate hash vector (continuous features) into a discrete intermediate hash vector (discrete features). This step is very important to decrease the data size in order to compress and encrypt it. It also enhances the robustness properties by minimizing the collision probabilities of a perceptual hashing system. Quantization is the conventional way to achieve this goal. The quantization step is a difficult process because it is not known how the values in the continuous intermediate hash drop after content-preserving (non-malicious) manipulations in each quantization interval of size \( Q \). This difficulty of achieving efficient quantization increases more when it is followed by a crypto-compression stage, i.e. SHA-1, because the discrete intermediate hash vectors must be quantized in a correct way for all similar perceptual images. For this reason, this stage is ignored in most perceptual hashing schemes presented in the literature.

To understand the quantization problem statement, let us suppose that the incidental distortion introduced by content-preserving manipulations can be modeled as noise whose maximum absolute magnitude is denoted as \( B \), which means that the maximum additive noise range is \( B \). Suppose that the original scalar values \( x_l \in \mathbb{R} \) for \( l \in \{1, \ldots, L\} \) of the continuous intermediate hash are bounded to a finite interval \([ -A, A] \). Furthermore, suppose that we wish to obtain a quantized message \( q(x_l) \) of \( x_l \) in \( N \) quantization points given by the set \( \tau = \{\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_N\} \). The points are uniformly spaced such that \( Q = \tau_j - \tau_j-1 = 2A / (N-1) \) for \( j \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \). Suppose \( x_l \in [\tau_j, \tau_{j+1}] \), then it will be quantized as \( \tau_j \). However, when this value is corrupted after noise addition, the distorted value could drop in the previous quantization interval \([\tau_{j-1}, \tau_j]\) or in the next interval \([\tau_{j+1}, \tau_{j+2}]\) and it will be quantized as \( \tau_{j-1} \) or \( \tau_{j+1} \), respectively, and the quantized \( x_l \) value will not remain unchanged as \( \tau_j \) before and after noise addition. Thus, noise corruption will cause a different quantization result and automatically cause different perceptual hashes [31]. Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the original DWT LL-subband (level 3) coefficients, of a Lena 512 x 512 sized image, in the interval [40,50] and their noisy version, in the same interval [40,50], by an additive Gaussian noise of standard deviation equal to \( \sigma = 1 \). When

![Fig. 4. The influence of additive Gaussian noise on quantization (Q = 2) of the original DWT LL-subband coefficients and a noisy version in the interval [40,50]. In green: DWT LL-subband quantized coefficients that dropped from the right neighboring quantization interval. In red: DWT LL-subband quantized coefficients that dropped from the left neighboring quantization interval. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image-url)
a Gaussian noise with $\sigma = 1$ is applied, the noisy image remains perceptually identical to the original image, but it causes changes in the extracted feature distribution as we can see in Fig. 4. This causes errors in the quantization step because the quantized features do not remain unchanged after noise addition.

3.2. Proposed quantization techniques to solve the quantization problem

To avoid the quantization problem discussed in Section 3.1 and feature instability after minor changes in the original image, various quantization schemes have been proposed in the literature. Authors in [32] propose an error correction coding (ECC) to correct errors in extracted features caused by corruption from additive noise to get the same quantization result before and after noise addition. In their work, they assume that the quantization step size $Q$ verifies: $Q > 4B$, where $B$ is the maximum range of additive noise, and then they push the original feature points away from the quantization decision boundaries and create a margin of at least $Q/4$. Thus, the original $x_i$ value when later contaminated will not exceed the quantization decision boundaries. Suppose that the original feature value is located at the point $nQ$, then no matter how this value is corrupted, the distorted value will still be in the range $[(n-0.5)Q,(n+0.5)Q]$, and the quantized feature will remain unchanged as $nQ$ before and after noise addition. However, if the original feature $P$ (Fig. 5) drops in the range $[(n-0.5)Q,nQ]$, its quantized value is still $nQ$ before adding noise, but there is also a possibility that the noisy feature could drop in the range $[(n-1)Q,(n-0.5)Q]$ (point $P$’ in Fig. 5) and will be quantized as $(n-1)Q$ after adding noise. Thus, noise corruption will cause a different quantization result. As a solution to the quantization problem, authors propose an error correction coding (ECC) procedure based on the quantizer output: the quotient $F$ (integer rounding) and remainder $R$ given by

$$F = \left\lfloor \frac{x_i}{Q} \right\rfloor, \quad R = x_i - F \times Q$$

In the authentication procedure, add the value 0.25Q if $R < 0$ and subtract the value 0.25Q if $R \geq 0$, to keep the features in the range $[(n-0.5)Q,(n+0.5)Q]$ and then keep the quantized value the same as the original quantized value $nQ$ even after adding noise. The error correction concept is illustrated in Fig. 5. Note that the vector $R$ has the same length as the vector that contains the extracted features and needs to be transmitted to adjust the quantization on the receiver side which is too costly in storage space. It is also hypothesized that $Q > 4B$ is not always true from a practical point of view.

Other similar work based on this approach has recently been proposed [1], where the authors calculate and record a vector of 4-bits called “perturbation information”. This additional transmitted information has the same dimension as the extracted features. It is used at the receiver’s end to adjust the intermediate hash during the image verification stage before performing quantization. Therefore, the information in the “perturbation information” helps to make a decision to positively authenticate an image or not. Their theoretical analysis is more general than in [32] from a practical standpoint. One main disadvantage of such scheme is that the vectors used to correct errors in extracted features need to be transmitted or stored beside the image and the final hash which is too costly in storage space. Their proposed schemes are illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7.

Another quantization scheme which is widely applied in perceptual hashing [19,10] proposed by [6] is called adaptive quantization or probabilistic quantization in [9]. Its key feature is that it takes the distribution of the input data into account. The quantization intervals $Q = r_{j+1} - r_j$ for $j \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$ are designed so that $\int_{r_j}^{r_{j+1}} p_X(x) dx = 1/N$, where $N$ is the number of quantization levels and $p_X()$ is the pdf of the input data $X$. The central points $\{C_j\}$ are

![Fig. 5. Illustration on the concept of error correction in the Sun et al. scheme [32].](image)

![Fig. 6. Hash generation module with quantization in the Fawad et al. scheme [1].](image)
defined so as to make \( \int_{x_{j-1}}^{x_j} p_X(x) \, dx = \frac{1}{2} \int_{x_{j-1}}^{x_j} p_X(x) \, dx = 1/(2N) \). Around each \( \tau_j \), a randomization interval \([A_j, B_j]\) is introduced such that \( \int_{x_{j-1}}^{x_j} p_X(x) \, dx = \int_{x_{j-1}}^{x_j} p_X(x) \, dx = r/N \), where \( r \leq 1/2 \). The randomization interval is symmetric around \( \tau_j \) for all \( j \) in terms of distribution \( p_X \). The natural constraint must be respected \( C_j \leq A_j \) and \( B_j \leq C_{j+1} \). The overall quantization rule is then given by

\[
q(x_i) = \begin{cases} 
  j - 1 \text{ w.p. } 1 & \text{if } C_j \leq x_i < A_j \\
  j - 1 \text{ w.p. } \frac{N}{2r} \int_{x_{j-1}}^{x_j} p_X(t) \, dt & \text{if } A_j \leq x_i < B_j \\
  j \text{ w.p. } 1 & \text{if } A_j \leq x_i < B_j \\
  j \text{ w.p. } 1 & \text{if } B_j \leq x_i < C_{j+1} 
\end{cases}
\]  

where w.p. stands for “with probability”.

When the feature \( x_i \) belongs the range \([A_j, B_j]\), then it has two quantization possibilities:

1. \( q(x_i) = j - 1 \) if \( (N/2r) \int_{x_{j-1}}^{x_j} p_X(t) \, dt > (N/2r) \int_{x_{j-1}}^{x_j} p_X(t) \, dt \)
2. \( q(x_i) = j \) if \( (N/2r) \int_{x_{j-1}}^{x_j} p_X(t) \, dt > (N/2r) \int_{x_{j-1}}^{x_j} p_X(t) \, dt \).

The discrete scheme of adaptive quantization was recently developed by [10] to make it practically applicable.

### 3.3. Theoretical analysis of the quantization problem

In this section, we statically analyze the behavior of the extracted features under additive Gaussian noise.

![Fig. 7. Image verification module with quantization in the Fawad et al. scheme [1].](image-url)

The convolution product \( h(x) \) of \( P_\rho(x) \) by \( P_\sigma(x) \) is

\[
h(x) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} P_\rho(y)P_\sigma(x-y) \, dy = \frac{1}{\rho} \left( \int_{-\infty}^{x-a} P_\sigma(y) \, dy - \int_{-\infty}^{x-b} P_\sigma(y) \, dy \right)
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{\rho} \left( \int_{-\infty}^{x-a} \frac{1}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-y^2/2\sigma^2} \, dy - \int_{-\infty}^{x-b} \frac{1}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-y^2/2\sigma^2} \, dy \right)
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{2\rho} \left[ \text{erf} \left( \frac{x-a}{\sqrt{2}\sigma} \right) - \text{erf} \left( \frac{x-b}{\sqrt{2}\sigma} \right) \right]
\]

where \( \text{erf}(x) = 2/\sqrt{\pi} \int_{0}^{x} e^{-t^2} \, dt \).

The convolution product \( h(x) \) models the behavior of the original features after adding Gaussian noise in each

![Fig. 8. About 10 000 original features uniformly distributed in one quantization interval [10,20] before quantization (black) and after uniform quantization (green), where the quantization step \( Q = 10 \). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image-url)
quantization interval. Fig. 8 shows a normalized uniform distribution of 10,000 features belonging in the quantization interval [10,20], before and after the quantization stage, where the quantization step \( Q = 10 \). All of these features are quantized to the value 15, as shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 9 presents the normalized distribution of the noisy features after adding Gaussian noise with 0-mean and standard deviation \( \sigma = 2 \) before quantization (black) and after uniform quantization (green), where the quantization step \( Q = 10 \). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

![Fig. 9. About 10,000 noisy features after adding Gaussian noise whose 0-mean and standard deviation \( \sigma = 2 \) before quantization (black) and after uniform quantization (green), where the quantization step \( Q = 10 \).](image)

Fig. 10. Proposed quantization analysis protocol for a perceptual hashing based image block mean.

In this section, we describe the quantization analysis protocol for perceptual hashing based on statistical invariance of the extracted block mean features. The aim is to obtain agreement between the density of the additive Gaussian noise, the size of the image block and the quantization step size that must be taken to ensure a good level of image hashing robustness. As shown in Fig. 10, the original input image \( I \) of size \( N \times M \) pixels is split to non-overlapping blocks of size \( q \times p \) pixels that we denote by \( B_{ij} \). Let \( p_{ij} \) be the pixels in \( B_{ij} \), where \( i \in \{1, \ldots, (N/q)\} \) and \( j \in \{1, \ldots, (M/p)\} \). The float mean value \( m_{ij} \) of each block \( B_{ij} \) is computed and stored in a one-dimensional vector that we denote by \( V_m(k) \), where \( k \in \{1, \ldots, (N/q) \times (M/p)\} \). A quantization step is the conventional way to discretize the continuous vector \( V_m \). For a given quantization step \( Q \), the quantized vector \( V_m'(k) \) of \( V_m(k) \) is given by the floor operation

\[
V_m'(k) = \left\lfloor \frac{V_m(k)}{Q} \right\rfloor \times Q
\]

(13)

where \( k = \{1, \ldots, (N/q) \times (M/p)\} \).

The distribution \( Dist_t \) of the quantized vector \( V_m' \) is then calculated and stored as a reference, enabling us to make a comparison with distributions of other candidate images for verification of their integrity with respect to the original image.

The image hashing system assumes that the original image \( I \) may be sent over a network possibly consisting of untrusted nodes. During the untrusted communication, the original image could be manipulated for malicious purposes. Therefore, the received image \( \hat{I} \) may undergo non-malicious operations like JPEG compression or malicious tampering. The final perceptual hash of \( I \) should be used to authenticate the received image \( \hat{I} \). In the case of
non-malicious operations, the original feature vector and the received one should only differ by a small distance, which makes quantization control easier, and by a large distance in the case of content-changing manipulations. The large distance difference between the original feature vector and the received one could give different results after the quantization step. Note that even if the feature vector undergoes small changes under small additive noise, it may cause false authentication of the received image $I$ while it has to be considered similar to $I$. Therefore, the received image $\tilde{I}$, which is formed by the original image plus Gaussian noise with 0-mean and a standard deviation $\sigma$, will undergo the same steps as the original image (Fig. 10). This process allows us to get the quantized values of the computed means of the received image block $B_{ij}$ containing the pixels $p_{ij}$, $V_m(k)$ can be expressed as a function of $V_m(k)$ as follows:

$$V_m(k) = \frac{1}{p \times q} \sum_{i=1}^{p} \sum_{j=1}^{q} p_{ij}$$

$$= \frac{1}{p \times q} \sum_{i=1}^{p} \sum_{j=1}^{q} (p_{ij} + n_{ij})$$

$$= \frac{1}{p \times q} \sum_{i=1}^{p} \sum_{j=1}^{q} p_{ij} + \frac{1}{p \times q} \sum_{i=1}^{p} \sum_{j=1}^{q} n_{ij}$$

$$= V_m(k) + \frac{1}{p \times q} \sum_{i=1}^{p} \sum_{j=1}^{q} n_{ij} \quad (14)$$

where $n_{ij}$ is a Gaussian noise belonging to $\mathcal{N}_{0,\sigma}$ and $k \in \{1, \ldots, (N/q) \times (M/p)\}$. The term $1/(p \times q) \sum_{i=1}^{p} \sum_{j=1}^{q} n_{ij}$ is a Gaussian distribution with 0-mean and standard deviation $\sigma/\sqrt{p \times q}$. Thus, Eq. (14) can be written as follows:

$$V_m(k) = V_m(k) + \frac{\sqrt{p \times q}}{\sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-p \times q \times k^2}/2\sigma^2 \quad (15)$$

The comparison between $\text{Dist}_1$ and $\text{Dist}_v$ allows us to get information about the percentage of stable features that have not dropped out the quantization interval after Gaussian noise addition, the percentage of the features that moved to the left neighboring quantization interval and the percentage of the features that moved to the right neighboring quantization interval. This information on the feature behavior is very useful, it allows us to take into account the percentage of the stable features that resist non-malicious operations, simulated by additive Gaussian noise. It allows us to control the parameters of the size to split the image into blocks and quantization step size to achieve an aimed level of the image hashing system robustness against a given additive noise level. Features selected from the stable features will then be hashed in the crypto-compression stage (Fig. 1). The crypto-compression stage is achieved by the cryptographic hash function SHA-1 generating a final hash of 160-bits with a high level of security.

5. Proposed perceptual hashing scheme robust to the quantization stage

In this section, we present our proposed perceptual hashing scheme that is robust to the quantization stage. Based on a theoretical study of the quantization problem in perceptual hashing systems, we propose to add new modules to the standard perceptual hashing system presented in Fig. 1. The block diagram of the hash generation module is shown in Fig. 11. Various steps involved in the hash generation process are as follows:

1. Let the input image be represented by $I$ of dimension $N \times M$ pixels. Image $I$ is split into non-overlapping blocks of dimension $q \times p$ pixels. This gives a total of $(N/q) \times (M/p)$ blocks. Each block is represented by $B_i$, where $i = 1, \ldots, (N/q) \times (M/p)$.

2. Let $B_i(x_k, y_k)$ represent the gray value of a pixel at spatial location $(x_k, y_k)$ in the block $B_i$, where $k = 1, \ldots, q \times p$. Let the mean of each block be represented by $m_i$, where $i$ is the block index. Each $m_i$ is calculated as follows:

$$m_i = \frac{1}{q \times p} \sum_{k=1}^{q \times p} B_i(x_k, y_k) \quad (16)$$

All of the computed continuous means $m_i$ present features extracted from the transformed image in the feature extraction stage. Thus, they should be quantized during the quantization stage to form the quantized intermediate perceptual hash vector with a specific value.
quantization step $Q$. The uniform quantization technique is used in our scheme. Let $m'_i$ be the element of the quantized intermediate perceptual hash vector of a specific index $i$. $m'_i$ is calculated as follows:

$$m'_i = \left\lfloor \frac{m_i}{Q} \right\rfloor \times Q \quad (17)$$

3. The sender determines the information about the desired robustness to the additive Gaussian noise, $\sigma$. Based on this information, the analysis module gives the appropriate percentage of the extracted features that must be selected for a chosen quantization step size and image block decomposition size. For the proposed method, the features are randomly selected taking into account the desired robustness.

4. The quantized intermediate perceptual hash vector is compressed and encrypted by the cryptographic hash function SHA-1. Consequently, the obtained final perceptual hash is 160 bits in size.

6. **Experimental results**

In the experiments of the proposed perceptual hashing scheme, the grayscale images are split into blocks.
of size: $4 \times 4$, $8 \times 8$ and $16 \times 16$ pixels. The extracted features are continuous means of the image blocks of different sizes. Then the continuous block means are quantized by different quantization step sizes: $Q=1$, $Q=4$ and $Q=16$. In other words, for each given quantization step size, we tested different image block sizes against different additive Gaussian noise levels. The experiments were carried out on a database of 100 grayscale images of size $512 \times 512$. Fig. 12 shows an example of an original image of size $512 \times 512$ and their noisy versions with many additive Gaussian noise levels controlled by its standard deviation $\sigma$. Note that the applied additive Gaussian noise is 0-mean, and changing its standard deviation $\sigma$ allows us to increase or decrease the Gaussian noise density. After the similarity evaluation presented in Section 6.1, in Section 6.2 we develop the selection of stable features. In Section 6.3, we present the robustness evaluation of our proposed method, and finally, in Section 6.4, we compare our scheme with other methods.

6.1. Similarity evaluation

An evaluation of the perceptual similarity between the original and the modified versions can be based on the perceptual aspect provided by the human visual system (HVS), on the method of the Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) [34], or on the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) method. Table 1 gives the SSIM and PSNR values for noisy images obtained by applying different standard deviation values $\sigma$ of the additive Gaussian noise. The quality of the Gaussian noisy images is compared to the original image and the images are classified into four categories: very similar, similar, different and very different. The changed images ranked as very similar and similar (Fig. 12(b)–(e)) must have the same perceptual hash of the original image denoted by $h(I_{ident})$. In the case of $\sigma = 1$, the noisy image remains visually the same as the original image and it has high SSIM (SSIM=0.997) and PSNR (PSNR=47.79 dB) values. In the cases of $\sigma = 5$, $\sigma = 10$ and $\sigma = 11$, changes in the noisy images are very small and we can consider that they are still similar to the original image. The SSIM values also remain higher than 80% and the PSNR values remain higher than 27 db. Other images qualified as different or very different (Fig. 12(f)–(l)) from the original image must have a different perceptual hash denoted by $h(I_{diff})$, as presented in Table 1. When the additive Gaussian noise level increases, the noisy images are perceptually different from the original image, as shown in Fig. 12, for $\sigma = 14, \ldots, 40$ and both the SSIM and PSNR values degrade. In order to keep a good visual content for the human visual system (HVS), we propose to set the threshold of the additive Gaussian noise at $\sigma = 11$. This threshold value is justified in terms of the SSIM and PSNR values. We fixed the degradation to a SSIM value of 80% and the PSNR value at 27 db to consider a noisy image similar to the original image. The threshold of the SSIM and PSNR values is justified in terms of the subjective measure based on the HVS for many tests that we conducted on 100 grayscale images of $512 \times 512$ size.

Table 2 shows the variation in mean distribution for different image block sizes and different additive Gaussian noise levels in the case of quantization step size $Q=4$ applied on the image in Fig. 12(a).

In the case of the quantization step size $Q=4$ and standard deviation $\sigma = 1$ (Fig. 12(b)) (Table 2), we observe that unstable mean block features decrease when we increase the block size. We also note that the percentage of stable mean block features is significant even in the case of a block size of $4 \times 4$ (Table 3). When the standard deviation of the additive Gaussian noise increases (case of $\sigma = 5$ shown in Table 2) we keep the visual contents of the noisy image the same as the original image (Fig. 12(a)), the percentage of the stable mean block features decreases compared to the case when $\sigma = 1$. When the visual contents of the noisy image changes, as shown in Fig. 12(l) in the case of $\sigma = 40$, we observe that some of mean block features remain stable for all the block sizes that we tested, as shown in Table 2.

The obtained results shown in Table 3, for several quantization size values, present the percentage of features that have not moved and remain stable under different additive Gaussian noise levels and also those that drop from the left neighboring quantization interval or from the right neighboring quantization interval for each image block size. As noted in Table 3, the percentage of stable features that remain stable after adding Gaussian noise decreases when Gaussian noise level increases. For the same additive Gaussian noise level, the percentage of stable features increases when the image block size increases. Thus, if we set the quantization size at $Q=1$, we can take into account the percentage of stable features that withstand a tolerable additive Gaussian noise level for a given block image decomposition size. In the case of an image block size of $4 \times 4$ and $\sigma = 5$, we have to take into account the maximum percentage of stable features $\approx 30\%$, and if the block size is $8 \times 8$, we take the maximum percentage of stable features $\approx 54\%$ into account. The highest percentage of stable features $\approx 77\%$ can be taken if we apply a $16 \times 16$ block size in the preprocessing image treatment. We tested our experiment on a large
database of grayscale images of $512 \times 512$ size and we observed that the feature stability values presented in Table 3 can be roughly obtained for other images under the same image block decomposition settings, and additive Gaussian noise level, we also noted that the percentages of features that moved from the left and those that...
moved from the right are approximately equal, which coincides with the theoretical study presented in Section 3.3. These numerical values are obtained for the grayscale image shown in Fig. 12(a) and are almost approximately the same for any other grayscale image.

Based on the numerical results presented in Table 3, Fig. 13 shows the percentage of features that remain stable against the additive Gaussian noise for different image block decomposition sizes. Based on the visual human system (HVS), we can determine the desired robustness to the tolerated additive Gaussian noise given by $\sigma$, and then set the parameters of the quantization step and the size of the image block decomposition to get the appropriate percentage of stable features.

### 6.3. Robustness evaluation

#### 6.3.1. Gaussian noise

In previous works [1,31], it was found that the perceptual signatures generated from LL-subband coefficients are sensitive to additive Gaussian noise even if it is small and insignificant. Consequently, the generated perceptual signatures are unstable due to this instability of some coefficients that are close to the quantization boundaries. Those unstable coefficients have a high probability of changing their states (quantization interval) after the Gaussian noise addition.

In this section, we present an experimental comparison between the new proposed method, presented in this paper, and our previous work [31] in order to show that robustness improvements by adopting the new proposed perceptual hashing method are increased.

Consider the original squirrel image shown in Fig. 14(a) of 512 × 512 pixel size. In Fig. 14(b), a slightly Gaussian noisy version of the squirrel image is shown in which the additive Gaussian noise with $\sigma = 5$ is perceptually insignificant. While in Fig. 14(b), the additive Gaussian noise of a standard deviation $\sigma = 15$ is more significant. For a good perceptual hashing robustness level, we must have: $H(I) = H(I')$ and $H(I') \neq H(I^\prime)$.

By the approach proposed in this paper, we seek to improve the perceptual hashing robustness. For that purpose, $I$ and $I'$ are transformed in the DWT domain. Then we take the 4th LL-subband original and noisy coefficients that are stored in matrix $C_o$ and $C_n$, respectively. $C_o$ and $C_n$ of size 32 × 32 are split into non-overlapping blocks of dimension 4 × 4. This gives a total of 8 × 8 blocks in each matrix. Then the float mean value of each block is computed and stored in a one-dimensional vector $V_m$ for the original image $I$, and $V_m'$ for the Gaussian noisy image $I'$. $V_m$ and $V_m'$ present the continuous intermediate hash vectors of $I$ and $I'$, respectively, that contain 64 float elements. Fig. 15(a) and (b) shows distributions of the continuous intermediate hash vectors $V_m$ and $V_m'$, respectively. Note that after the Gaussian noise addition to the original image, the distribution of continuous intermediate hash changes and later causes false quantization. To get the intermediate binary hash, we propose to quantize the continuous intermediate hash by a quantization step size $Q = 16$. Let $\overline{V}_m$ and $\overline{V}_m'$ denote the intermediate binary hashes of $V_m$ and $V_m'$, respectively. Fig. 15(c) shows the variation in the quantized features after the Gaussian noise addition with $\sigma = 5$. After applying the cryptographic hash function SHA-1, we get two different perceptual hashes of 160-bits for two images classified as perceptually the same

$$H(I) = \text{En}(\overline{V}_m)$$

$$= \text{A6D7131C B29A6B861 2B8F5EBF 1D65E606 AF203423}$$

$$H(I') = \text{En}(\overline{V}_m')$$

$$= \text{B0B69CED 2E6B6B3 929C451C C6B2E6A0 774DC15F}$$

While we always get the natural result for perceptually different images $I$ and $I'$

$$H(I^\prime) = \text{En}(\overline{V}_m')$$

$$= \text{F5B6F749 469964B 905197DA C4F49696 BB223F89}$$

$$\neq H(I)$$
To avoid such a case, we propose to make random selections from the intermediate binary hash $V_m$ for several times. That allows us to minimize the probability of selecting false quantized features. In each random selection, we randomly select a range of perceptual features and then encrypt them using the advanced encryption standard (AES). Based on the statistical results presented in Table 3, we can positively authenticate the image or not.

In our experiments, we made five random selections of 10 features from the total of 64 features. Referring to the statistical results presented in Table 3, we can positively authenticate the image or not.

In our experiments, we made five random selections of 10 features from the total of 64 features. Referring to the statistical results presented in Table 3, we can positively authenticate the image or not.

As shown in Table 4, we get 15 correct perceptual signatures from all the 25 random sub-selections of five features. If we increase the number of random selections and/or the random sub-selection, we get a high number of perceptual signatures that we denote $\delta$. Note that $\delta \simeq (\text{Number of random selections} \times \text{Number of random sub-selection})/2$, for perceptually similar images $I$ and $I_{ident}$, and $\delta \simeq 0$, for perceptually different images $I$ and $I_{diff}$. Based on the threshold $\delta$, we can authenticate, positively or not, the received image.

6.3.2. JPEG compression

Fig. 16(a) and (b) shows the JPEG compressed images of the original squirrel image shown in Fig. 14(a) with quality factors $QF = 70\%$ and $QF = 10\%$, respectively. In the case of $QF = 70\%$, the changes in the JPEG compressed image $I_{GF} = 70$ are perceptually insignificant. While they are more significant in $I_{GF} = 10$ in case of $QF = 10\%$. For a robust perceptual image hashing system, we should have: $H(I) = H(I_{GF} = 70)$ and $H(I) \neq H(I_{GF} = 10)$.

With a conventional perceptual image hashing method, we cannot positively authenticate the image $I_{GF} = 70$ due to the quantization problem. Fig. 17 shows the variation in the quantized feature after applying JPEG compression with $QF = 70\%$ on the original image, where we observe some unstable features that dropped to the neighboring quantization intervals. The features are the image mean blocks of $16 \times 16$ size quantized by a quantization step size $Q = 16$.
propose to make random selections from the intermediate binary hash for several times. In each random selection, we randomly select a range of perceptual features and then encrypt and compress them. The goal of these random selections is to minimize the probability of selecting false quantized features. With the proposed approach, based on the threshold $d$, we can authenticate the received image even after JPEG compression.

6.3.3. Low-pass filtering

Fig. 18(a) and (b) shows the filtered images of the original squirrel image of Fig. 14(a) with a low-pass filter of size $[3,3]$ and $[10,10]$, respectively. In the case of a low-pass filter of size $[3,3]$, the changes in the filtered image $I_{[3,3]}$ are perceptually insignificant. While they are more significant in $I_{[10,10]}$ in case of a low-pass filter of size $[10,10]$. For a robust perceptual image hashing system, we should have: $H(I) = H(I_{[3,3]})$ and $H(I) \neq H(I_{[10,10]})$.

As shown in Fig. 19, the low-pass filter of size $[3,3]$ causes errors in the quantization step while keeping the visual content of the filtered image (Fig. 18(a)) the same as the original one (Fig. 14(a)). Making random selections allows us to minimize the probability of selecting false quantized features, as detailed in Section 6.3.1. In conclusion, with the proposed approach, based on the threshold $d$, we can also authenticate the received image even after image filtering.

6.4. Comparison with other methods

With our proposed method, to authenticate the received image, the sender determines the threshold $d$ and sends the perceptual hash of 160 bits. The proper selection of $d$ is very important as it defines the boundary between non-malicious manipulations and malicious tampering. $d$ is computed from the number of random selections and the number of random sub-selections made on the binary intermediate hash. By comparison with the method proposed in [32], the sender needs to send additional information to adjust the quantization of the binary intermediate hash. This additional information has the same dimension as the extracted features and needs to be transmitted or stored beside the image and the final hash. That is too costly in storage space. Our proposed approach allows us to generate a secure perceptual hash of 160 bits and ensures the robustness without wasting the storage space. Note that using the adaptive quantization [6], instead the uniform quantization, increases the percentage of the stable features but does not solve the quantization problem. For
example, in case of a block size of $8 \times 8$ and $\sigma = 11$ (Table 3), we have $\approx 93.5\%$ of stable features when uniform quantization of step size $Q = 16$ is applied. When using adaptive quantization, the percentage of stable features increases from $\approx 93.5\%$ to $\approx 96\%$. This kind of quantization is used when some measures like the bit error rate (BER), the Hamming distance and the peak of cross correlation (PCC) are used to compute distances and similarities between final perceptual hashes. Table 5 compares our approach with [32] and [6].

7. Conclusion

Robustness and security are the most important requirements for a perceptual hashing system. In this paper, we have addressed the theoretical aspects of the quantization step analysis.
Table 4
Random selection of perceptual features and their AES encryption.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Random selection of 10 features</th>
<th>Number of stable features</th>
<th>Random sub-selection of five features</th>
<th>Compression &amp; encryption of the original features</th>
<th>Compression &amp; encryption of the noisy features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>EA</td>
<td>EA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8D</td>
<td>8D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F8</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>BD</td>
<td>BD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>EA</td>
<td>EA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>A6</td>
<td>4F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>BE</td>
<td>BE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>F0</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 16. JPEG compressed images of the squirrel image in Fig. 14(a): (a) JPEG compressed ($QF = 70\%$) squirrel image $IQF = 70$ and (b) JPEG compressed ($QF = 10\%$) squirrel image $IQF = 10$.

Fig. 17. Distributions of the binary intermediate hash vector of the JPEG compressed ($QF = 70\%$) image.
stage in image hashing systems. We presented a theoretical analysis describing the behavior of extracted features during the quantization stage. In the presented analysis, we simulated manipulations that the original image may undergo by Gaussian noise addition. Based on our proposed study, we proposed a new perceptual hashing method that takes the quantization stage into account. We tested the presented scheme by several experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed theoretical model while giving a practical analysis for robust perceptual hashing. The presented scheme is applied on image hashing based on statistical invariance in the mean block features. The obtained results confirm our proposed theoretical analysis of the quantization problem. The same study can be extended for other types of features in block-based image hashing schemes like DCT domain features or DWT domain features.

Table 5
Comparison with other methods: [32] and [6].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>% of stable features</th>
<th>Problem of quantization is solved?</th>
<th>Secure perceptual hash?</th>
<th>Size of perceptual hash</th>
<th>Necessary additional information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive quantization in [6]</td>
<td>≈ 96%</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Depends of size of the extracted features</td>
<td>Threshold for Hamming distances 1 byte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method in [32]</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>160 bits</td>
<td>Additional vector to adjust the quantization of the binary intermediate hash Same size of the extracted features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our proposed approach</td>
<td>≈ 93.5%</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>160 bits</td>
<td>Threshold $\delta$ 1 byte</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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